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Man and the Sea Revisited
The Unnatural History of the Sea.
Roberts, C. M. 2007 Island Press,
Washington, D.C. 456 pp. $28 (hardcover). ISBN 1-59726-102-5.T
For many of us who lament the
rapid loss of numerous species from
habitat destruction, it may be interesting to learn from a review of our
not-too-distant past that we are in
good (or rather bad) company with
generations past. What is currently
happening to species worldwide is
the continuation of a centuries-old
trend. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the sea. In The Unnatural History of the Sea, Callum
Roberts takes the reader on a journey back in time through the bloody
tragedy of man’s encounter with
ocean denizens, many of whom are
long gone as a result.
Steller’s sea cow, the great auk, the
Atlantic gray whale, and other lesserknown species were completely decimated. Other species came close
to extinction and currently inhabit
extremely limited portions of their
former range (e.g., the sea otter).
Scientifically, reconstructing the history of population fluxes is invaluable, particularly for conservation science because baseline populations
are used for determining sustainable yields and restoration goals and
for evaluating achievement of conservation efforts. Roberts points out
that some current species-saving initiatives deemed successful are misleading because populations existing
before modern onslaughts, many of
which began during the 17th and
18th centuries, have been incorrectly
estimated (e.g., Roman & Palumbi
2003).
Roberts’ strength lies in his descriptive passages that are simply riveting (e.g., descriptions of a whale
hunt and of the mid-18th century expedition to Bering Island that opens
the book). These recreate the oceans
of the past in their abundance and
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treachery and were derived from numerous firsthand accounts and extensive research. Roberts tells us
when many types of hunting and fishing practices began (e.g., records of
whaling date back as far as 6000–
1000 B.C.) and how they evolved.
He conjectures about what caused
the end of some species. The Steller
sea cow, for example, may have died
off because sea otters were culled to
the extent that sea urchins, the otters’ prey, became so numerous that
they decimated the coastal kelp beds
that sustained the sea cow. Roberts
also details the first measures taken
to counter overfishing, some as early
as the mid-1200s, and gives a solid
indication of their success or failure.
One gets the sense that the hardships (such as piracy, backbreaking
labor, disease, and the hazards of
shipwreck) endured by early explorers and hunters was well compensated by the plethora of natural resources that surrounded those who
ventured out to sea. Today’s nature
lovers would rejoice to experience
some of the abundance Roberts describes. One account from the early
1500s relayed, “So compact are the
cod shoals arriving in Vestfjorden
[Norway] that a dropped sounding
lead may rest on the silvery mass.” In
another passage, sailors describe fish
lying on one another in the waters of
Chesapeake Bay and trying to catch
them with frying pans.
But seafarers and shoremen spent
little time rejoicing in nature’s
bounty. Until recent history, any account of ocean flora or fauna focused on how to effectively kill and
consume it. Roberts writes of both
collective temporal and geographic
amnesia. The former occurs as each
generation comes to view the environment they experience as normal
causing deterioration to pass unnoticed. The latter brought people to
believe that dwindling wildlife populations only meant these populations
had moved elsewhere. These phenomena have continued right up to
present day.

One shortcoming of the book is
Roberts’ focus on exclusively Western society’s exploitation of the sea.
He touches briefly on how the first
Europeans arriving in the New World
encountered dense populations of
Native Americans living all along
the coasts. While briefly admitting
that these native populations also affected the sea, Roberts fails to tell us
how and to what extent. In regards
to more recent assaults on ocean
ecosystems, Roberts concentrates on
fish capture and largely ignores other
impacts, such as those from mariculture, water quality degradation, and
climate change.
But going back in time, from Western exploitation that began as mostly
European exploitation, it is clear that
the consequences of industrialized
fishing are catastrophic. About half
way through the book, the reader
wonders how any redemption is possible. Fish and animal populations
are slaughtered so thoroughly and
conservation is so inadequate that
“natural” species stand no chance
whatsoever. (With the book’s title,
Roberts suggests that anthropogenic
actions are “unnatural.”) It is hard
to see how Roberts can conclude
his chapter on the disastrous consequences of overfishing with “it
doesn’t have to end like that.”
Clearly there is hope that the tide
can yet be turned, in the author’s
view, by reforming fisheries management, establishing marine protected
areas, and integrating the 2. Roberts
reports on some of his own research.
On the basis of his findings and others, he makes a justified and wellfounded case for marine reserves to
rehabilitate marine ecosystems and
restore fisheries (e.g., Murawski et al.
2000; Gell & Roberts 2003). A couple of his 7-point fisheries management reforms are less convincing.
He largely ignores implementation
issues related to mandatory keeping of bycatch and bykill. Similarly,
expecting politics to be eliminated
from fisheries management decisions
seems naı̈ve.
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From this intense and frequently
heart wrenching tale of tragedy,
Roberts does offer hope. All in all,
Roberts’ use of quoted accounts, his
engaging narratives, and personal reflections plus well-researched factual
material make this book highly accessible to the layman and invaluable to
the scientist. It is a must-read for all
those concerned about marine conservation and species preservation
overall.
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